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Introduction 

Question:  Do you have programs that can be used to purge invalid data from the various files? 

Answer: Yes, there are several programs that can be run to purge erroneous data from the different files. This data 

can be created several ways such as a power outage during the entry or a connection loss to the server. If the 

program doesn’t end properly it does not create a complete record. 

 

Here is a list of the various programs: 

Note:  a backup should be done prior to any cleanup program. 

 

 Order Entry/Invoice Cleanup: OEWBGRBGO  

o This program will remove any delivery ticket and/or invoice records that are not completed. These 

records will typically appear on the invoice register with a “missing header” or “missing trailer” 

message. This program can be used to clean up the delivery ticket and/or the invoice file. The invoice 

file only can be selected to only clear the invalid records on the register.   

o Note: if the option to clear delivery tickets is selected, then the program will need exclusive use of the 

system to run. 

 

 Inventory Special Pricing Cleanup: IN7GRBGO 

o This program will remove any special pricing records that no longer have a valid customer number or if 

the special price is by the item and the item does not exist in the inventory master file. This program 

does require exclusive use of the system, so everyone will need to be out of the system when the 

program is run. 

 

 Purchase Order Cleanup: POFLGRBG 

o This program will purge invalid purchase orders. 

 

 Backorder Cleanup: WB8GRBGO 

o This program will purge invalid backorder records. This program does require exclusive use of the 

system, so everyone will need to be out of the system when the program is run. 
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 Cylinder Cleanup: WI1GRBGO 

o This program will purge invalid cylinder records. These types of records typically will show on the 

cylinder invoice register. This program does require exclusive use of the system, so everyone will need 

to be out of the system when the program is run. 

 

 Customer Cleanup: WR1GRBGO 

o This program will purge invalid customer records. This program does require exclusive use of the 

system,   so everyone will need to be out of the system when the program is run. 

 

 Inventory Cleanup: IN1GRBGO 

o This program will remove inventory records, that are not valid, from various inventory master files such 

as the inventory master, auxiliary pricing file, and inventory history. This program does require 

exclusive use of the system,  so everyone will need to be out of the system when the program is run. 

 

 

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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